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General Language

20 Basic

This course of twenty lessons a week is offered all year round,with a
new student intake every second week,and follows a modular pattern of
two-week units. The curriculum is built up like a spiral, which means that
each new level of language acquisition starts with the revision of
previously studied grammar constructions logically connected with
different speech patterns. This has two advantages: group newcomers
feel themselves involved in the learning process, while continuing
students acquire new vocabulary based on previously acquired grammar
material.
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25 Intensive

Participants of our intensive group course will have twenty morning
lessons with students who have booked the standard group course. The
remaining five lessons are taught on two afternoons, offered at a
minimum of three different levels: A1 – Beginner: survival Russian
tutorials, outdoor classes (shopping, eating out, getting streetwise,
ordering theatre and cinema tickets) and telephone training (booking a
restaurant table, making flight enquiries, etc.). A1+/A2 – Elementary:
lectures on the Russian mentality and traditions. Other topics cover a
wide range of general interest subjects ranging from Russian cuisine to
history. B1 – Intermediate, B2 – Upper Intermediate: the focus is on
business and economy. Other topics include politics, Russian mass
media, cultural and historical subjects.
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Business Russian

25 Intensive

Participants of our intensive group course will have twenty morning
lessons with students who have booked the standard group course. The
remaining five lessons are taught on two afternoons.
B1 – Intermediate, B2 – Upper Intermediate: the focus is on business
and economy. Other topics include politics, Russian mass media, cultural
and historical subjects.
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Private Lessons

One-to-one

Teacher and student jointly determine the exact content of any
one-to-one course. The student is invited to specify his/her field of
interests by completing the relevant parts of our online booking form,
which allows us to pre-select material, establish a study plan and
prepare specific vocabulary.
Private lessons must be linked with a group course or with a 20/40
lessons one-to-one course.
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All prices and details may change without notice.
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